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only be made by war. It was that recognition that, from the
point of view of what is called "the new Europe/' made Germany
a menace, for it was regarded as historically inevitable that she
would proceed to forcible frontier rectification the moment she
believed that force could be successfully used. It was here that
Locarno was so supreme a European achievement and so supreme
a German achievement. Loyally observed, it preserved Europe
from war, and yet gave Germany the possibility of rectification
by peaceful means. It is true that that possibility was not an
immediate one, but then the possibility of the use of force was
equally not immediate. Any change was inevitably postponed
to a relatively late date; the point was that between Locarno and
the League the machinery existed for negotiating change the
moment any sort of opportunity arose. In that change the recogni-
tion of the maintenance of the status quo in the west conferred
at a minimum of sacrifice additional freedom on Germany for
negotiation in the east. Still more important from the "national"
point of view was the fact that—given some skill in diplomacy
greater than Bethmann's—it banished the spectre of a war on
two fronts. Except from the realist military point of view which
regards treaties as capable of legal cancellation by the mere, if
illegal, recourse to arms the Locarno settlement was a superb
gain.
Historically considered, a treaty sums up the status quo as it
exists at the conclusion of the treaty; politically speaking, there-
fore, a treaty is out of date the moment after its signature. The
Treaty of Versailles, however, concluding as it did a war not
of governments supported by their peoples but of peoples driven
on by forces which the governments had conspicuously failed to
control, was an attempt not so much to give legal expression to
a settlement which the war had made as to settle the lines ot
future development; that it is why it is occasionally and quite
rightly accused of idealism. It was not intended to mark the end
of a war so much as the beginning of a new period of development,
and to supply a basis for it. Revision, therefore, for Germany
was not so much a question of prestige or of legalism as a condi-
tion of existence, for no nation, even the smallest, can submit

